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Bishop Hyper Stats arkttal Level 182 Restart Bishop Hello, What would be the super statistical priority list for bishop according to you? Thanks in advance Answers Join Data Pokémon Data Engineering Game Engineering Games Pokémon Games Other Community/Other Home Forums &gt; MapleRoyals &gt; Help &amp; Tips &gt; Class Guides &gt;
Discussion in Class Guides launched by Jooon, Jul 24, 2018. Tags: 2020 bishop class guides horntail horntail guide joon magician Page 1 of 16 1 ← 2 3 4 5 6 → 16 Next &gt; Home Forum &gt; MapleRoyals &gt; Help &amp; Advice &gt; Class Guides &gt; calendar_todayPosted on October 9, 2020 Bishop is a 4th mage explorer course working in MapleStory
that acts as one of the most useful support courses in the game. Part of the original four jobs released, Bishop handles staffs and sticks to deal magic damage to enemies, while offering party goers the skills to help players overcome the toughest bosses at MapleStory. Every new Wizard starts on Maple Island and training to be a bishop is just one of the ways
players can use the Mage job branch. Bishop OverviewThe Bishop class has gone through many different metas in MapleStory, starting when just 3rd job was available and Bishops were known as Priests. They follow the players around their healing while casting the very kind after the Sacred Symbol skill (which gave 1.5x EXP). Today, MapleStory has
evolved into a more solo-evolution-based game, however, Bishop still offer some of the best party buffs in the game. A bishop at the end of the boss game is very welcome, not so much for their injury, but for their useful skills that allow players to survive for longer periods of time. There was a point where Bishop was the best class in the game for training.
Using their Full Map Attack Genesis capability, they could stay in one spot and spam Genesis for the best EXP. However, Bishop have been renewed, along with every other explorer, and now these full map attack skills have a 30-second recharge period. Bishops training is relatively slow compared to the newer courses at MapleStory. The class is old and
has not been updated correctly since the MapleStory Red update. Engineering training can feel very frustrating and slow. That said, it's a rather simple class to play. Most of the time the class will teleport around maps and spam Big Bang skills while occaisionally buffing and using full-map attacks. Magicians can advance work on either Bishop, Ice/Lightning
Arch Mage or Fire/Poison Arch Mage.Weapon: Staff &amp; Wand Job: Mage Class: Explorer Shared Cash Shop Inventory: Explorer Jobs Legion Block: +Int (10/20/40/80/100) Link Skill: Empirical Knowledge (+1-3% Damage, 1-2% Ignore Def, Stacks up to 3 times, duration 10 sec) Primary Stat: Int Wizard First Job Skill BuildYou can maximize all your skills
in the 1st job. All wizards should follow this manufacturing capability. Energy bolt (+1), teleport energy bolt (+1) (+1) Teleport (MAX) Magic Guard (MAX) MP Boost (MAX) Magic Armor (MAX) Your main offensive capability as a magician is Energy Bolt. The energy bolt is much better than the pre-big bang version and can hit up to 4 enemies at once! You will
want to max Teleport fairly quickly as it allows for better mobility. Magic Guard is your most useful skill that you will use even when you get to the 5th job; Basically converts your mp to HP, allowing you to absorb huge amounts of damage. You can turn this feature on/off. Skill Description &amp; OverviewIcon Skill Description Type Energy Bolt Consumes MP
to fire a concentrated energy bolt that explodes in contact with an enemy. Main Attack Skill Teleport Allows you to teleport to other locations on the same map using the arrow keys. Teleport MP Boost increases max MP permanently. It also increases MP proportional to your level. Passive Guard Magic Buff Part of the damage it causes you affects your MP
instead of your HP. It does not apply to attacks that make a certain percentage of your maximum HP. It turns on automatically when you have at least 1 MP, and is ineffective when you have 0 MP. It can be alternating Toggle Skill Magic Armor Uses magic to increase DEF. Passive Buff Cleric Second Job Skill BuildYou can max out all your skills in the 2nd
job. As a Cleric, this construction should work well:Sacred Arrow (+1), Magic Booster (+2) Magic Booster (+6) Holy Arrow (MAX) Spell Mastery (MAX) Bless (MAX) High Wisdom (MAX) MP Eater (MAX) Invincible (MAX) Heal (MAX) Heal is last??!?!? Heal is no longer the most useful mobbing skill for Clerics. It now has a 4 second cooldown and your holy
arrow is a better mobber and causes more damage. Heal is really more of an end-of-game skill for bossing parties, and since you won't be watching any of them in your second job, you should be the maximum last. Magic Booster will help boost your attack speed and Bless is a great party buff to aid the damage. Skill Description &amp; OverviewIcon Skill
Description Type Sacred Arrow Attacks multiple monsters with Holy Arrows. Very effective against undead and devil monsters. Main Attack Skill MP Eater Absorbs enemy MP when attacking with magical skills until the enemy's MP reaches 0. It doesn't apply to monsters, boss. Passive Buff Spell Mastery Increases Magic Mastery and Magic ATT Passive Buff
Magic Boof Boof Increases Magic Attack Speed for a short time. Attack Speed Buff Invincible Reduces all damage received. Passive Buff High Wisdom Permanently Increase INT Through Mental Passive Buff Heal restores hp to all surrounding party members, including yourself, and reduces Heal's recharge by the number of people in your party. Monsters
within the skill range are caused by the effect that increases incoming damage for a short period of time. Undead monsters take extra damage. Heal Buff Bless Increases Attack Power, Magic ATT, and DEF for you and all nearby party members for Short. It can be stacked with other buff skills. Buff Priest Third Job Skill BuildYou can maximize all your skills in
3rd job. Priests are best to follow this build skill: Shining Ray (MAX) Sacred Symbol (MAX) Sacred Focus (MAX) Arcane Overdrive (MAX) Teleport Mastery (MAX) Holy Magic Shell (MAX) Sacred Fountain (MAX) Divine Protection (MAX) Dissolve (MAX) Mystic Door (MAX) Shining Ray is still a priest's main attack and mobbing skill. Leveling during the 3rd task
is pretty quick, so we don't maximize the Holy Symbol until we've reached the limit of our main offensive capabilities. Sacred Symbol gives a massive +50% EXP to everyone in the party; However, it has been nerfed so that if players in the party move out of character range, they will get reduced percentages. The rest of the skills are great for the party
bossing; Holy Magic Shell is your 15 second damage reduction capacity and can act as an iframe in some cases (20 seconds with Hyper Skills); Dissolve to get rid of abnormal state of party members, Holy Fountain for mass healing and more. Mystic Door also remains, but it's less useful now because of Hyper Teleport Rocks' ability to be so accessible. Skill
Description &amp; OverviewIcon Skill Description Type Shining Ray Attacks multiple enemies simultaneously with a ray of holy light. It causes enormous damage to undead and devil-type monsters. Main Attack Skill Sacred Symbol Temporarily allows all nearby party members to gain extra EXP while hunting. However, if you go outside the area of the
character that casts Sacred Symbol, the effectiveness will be reduced by half. Buff Teleport Mastery Causes enemies around your teleportation location to take damage and become surprised. It also permanently increases teleportation distance. This skill can be rotated and erased with the Skill key. Passive Buff Mystic Door Creates a gateway that leads to
the nearest city. All party members can use it multiple times until the gate disappears. Teleport Holy Magic Shell Holy Magic Shell has been activated and cannot be reactivated for a short time. Buff Holy Fountain Calls on the Holy Fountain to regain HP party member using sacred power. Even a party member in Undead mode can use it. Heal Buff Holy
Focus permanently increases all magical attacks, Heal Magic Critical Rates, and Magic Mastery. Heal Buff Divine Protection permanently increases abnormal condition and elemental resistances. When used, use sacred force to create a sacred barrier that prevents critical abnormal After casting Dissolve, the recharge time is reduced depending on the
number of recovered party members. Buff Dissolve Nullifies all enemy magic effects within the targeted area while removing some abnormal conditions suffered by nearby allies. Reduces dissolve and the repersonal disc of Divine Protection. The Dissolve ability can remove critical abnormal conditions, including KO, Seduction, Confusion, and Zombified.
Break up the Baf Arsan Hyperdrive Hyperdrive increases critical rate and critical damage. Passive Buff Bishop Fourth Skill Job BuildYou can max out all your 4th job skills. You will need Mastery 20 and Mastery 30 books to raise the skill level beyond 10. These can be purchased from the leafre general store. Big Bang (+1), Genesis (+1), Buff Mastery (+1)
Arcane Aim (+1), Bahamut (+1) Big Bang (MAX) Arcane Aim (MAX) Buff Mastery (MAX) Advanced Blessing (MAX) Maple Warrior (MAX) Genesis (MAX) Infinity (MAX) Angel Ray (MAX) Bahamut (MAX) Urseillection (MAX) Hero's Will (MAX) Bishop's main training skill is Big. To be able to spam the ability, you need to cast Genesis every 30 seconds. Bishop
then teleports around maps spamming Big Bang + Genesis. It's a very simple fourth lesson. You can call bahamut, but it follows you around so it won't cover the parts of the map that you're not on. The showdown is great for the end of the bossing game, and Infinity + Angel Ray does for consistent damage during the bossing. Skill Description &amp;
OverviewIcon Skill Description Type Angel Ray Attacks with a holy arrow, dealing huge sacred damage. Very effective against undead or devil monsters. Single Target Attack Skill Big Bang Gathers power to form an energy vortex, culminating in a powerful sacred explosion that reduces the DEF enemy if the capability is fully charged when cast. Main Attack
Skill Genesis A sacred ray of light shines under the sky, burning up to 15 monsters at once. Grants a bonus to the Critical Interest Rate. While this skill is in cooldown Big Bang throws immediately. FMA Skill Resurrection resurrects a party member using a ray of sacred light. Buff Maple Warrior temporarily increases the statistics of all party members. No stack
with Maple Warrior, Call of Cygnus, Nova Warrior, Hero of Flora, President's Commandments, Anima Warrior, or Rhinne's Protection. Buff Infinity Allows you to use skills without spending MP and increases knockback resistance. It also continuously recovers hp and MP and increases the damage of all Magic Attacks.Not is affected by the reset of the
recharge. Buff Heroes will hone your decision to ignore some abnormal situation effects. Immunity to abnormal condition for 3 seconds after use. Buff Mastery permanently increases Magic Attack and increases the duration of all lovers to you. Passive Buff Blessed Harmony Increases the Effect of the Blessed Whole. Passive Buff Bahamut temporarily calls
on Bahamut to face Holy Damage. Bahamut can attack many enemies at once, and attack by Bahamut will make them additionally vulnerable to holy attacks. This ability is not affected by enemy damage reflection skills. Call Arcane Target Ignores a part of the enemy's defense during the attack. The damage dealt with increases with successive attacks.
Stacks up to 5 times. Passive Buff Advanced Blessing significantly increases the nearby party member Attack Power, Magic ATT, DEF, Max HP and Max MP. Reduces MP consumption when using capacity. It can be seded other buff skills, other than Bless. Buff Bishop Hyper Skills BuildHyper skills are available at level 140. You get Hyper Skill Points as you
level towards 200, but not enough to max out all the skills, so choose wisely. These skills mainly help increase the damage to your current skills. Sacred Symbol - Sacred Symbol Experience - Element Drop Sacred Magic Shell - Insist Advanced Blessing - Ferocity Advanced Blessing - Boss Rush Heaven's Door Rightly Indignant Epic Adventure Heaven door
gives you an extra life to bosses (essentially an iframe). Enhance your Sacred Symbol for the extra EXP and fall push element. Bishop Fifth Job Skill BuildUpon reaching level 200, you will now have access to the V Matrix, which acts as your new fifth job skills. Each class gets its own skills to use, along with strengthening nodes to increase the damage to
existing skills. To gain new skills, you open objects called Nodestones, which fall from every mob on the River Arcane. You have a limited number of slots available in V Matrix, so you want to get perfect nodes to maximize your character's damage. Bishop's nodes should include: Benediction Angel Of Balance Peacemaker Trinode: Big Bang, Angel Ray,
Genesis Trinode: Bahamut, Heaven's Door, [optional] All 5th working classes should also try to acquire these: Decent Sacred Symbol Decent Sharp Eyes Decent Speed Injection Erda Nova Rope Lift Skill Description &amp; OverviewIcon Skill Description Benedict's Press Calls your sacred power to create a dedicated space that empowers and rejuvenates
your allies. Burst Buff Skill Angel Of Balance Summoning an Angel of Balance Holding Both Compassion and Vengeance Made Peacemaker Hurling the Incarnation of Divine Power Directly to Your Enemies Cooldown Attack Changelo09/10/2020 - First Update
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